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Long & Legal AccuLock ACE Putter Fits Various Styles 
Used By PGA Tour Pros As They Begin Competing Under New Rules 

 

 
 

Warwick, RI (Jan. 12, 2016) – This week is the PGA Tour’s first full-field event and for 
the significant number of players affected by the anchoring (fixed point) ban, an oppor-
tunity to try out new putters. A recent Golf.co article outlined three optional methods for 
pros wanting to continue using a long putter. The BioMech AccuLock ACE putter is per-
fectly suited for all three. 
 
By using the Acculock ACE, which is designed to optimize the physiology and physics 
of the putting stroke, tour pros and everyday golfers alike can continue to putt at a high 
level. BioMech’s AccuLock ACE putter — available in various lengths — conforms with 
USGA Rules.  
 
Tour veteran and four-time PGA Tour winner Heath Slocum, a member of the BioMech 
Sports Golf Professional Staff, is one of several PGA TOUR players using the AccuLock 
ACE putter in 2016. “The science behind the design of this putter will permit golfers to 
improve upon the success that they have experienced with the anchored putter without 
violating the Rules of Golf,” Slocum said. 
 
The Golf.com article outlined three alternative techniques, all conforming with the USGA 
new rules: 
 

 Staying with the normal “anchored” setup, golfers pull their top hand away from 
their chest and putt as before.  

 Golfers rest the grip of the long putter against the inside of their lead forearm – 
making sure the grip is below the elbow to comply with the new rule.  

 Using a “claw”-style grip to stabilize their stroke. 
  
The ACE putter can be used with all three methods and will continue to produce the 
more natural and consistent putting stance and stroke it was designed for. The ACE 
features a long shaft (allowing golfers to stand up straighter) that is angled slightly for-
ward to put the golfer in an anatomically optimal position. Once in that position, the grip 
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rests against the inside of the leading forearm, a position that remains legal under the 
new rules. 
 
The BioMech AccuLock ACE putter is available directly from the manufacturer at 
www.biomechsports.co, as well as through select retailers. Retail price is $279.99. 
 
For more information, go to www.biomechsports.co. 
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ABOUT BIOMECH GOLF EQUIPMENT 
Founded by scientists and design engineers credentialed in the biological and physical scienc-
es, the company utilizes functional and clinical anatomy, physiology, and physics to optimize 
golf movements. BioMech is a professional company that designs, develops, manufactures, and 
distributes innovative golf equipment and the corresponding educational and instructional mate-
rials that enrich every player’s golf experience. Learn more about BioMech and its products on 
the Company's web site: www.biomechsports.com 
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